CANADA: BANFF & JASPER

You’ve booked your holiday…
now add the fun stuff!
Discover Grizzly Bears in the Rockies
Banff — Mixing wildlife and sightseeing, this day tour delves into the
heart of the Canadian Rockies to offer an abundance of highlights
including the chance to see a fully-grown Grizzly bear.

PRICES FROM

Adult £128
Child £60

The Icefields Parkway Tour
Banff — Get ready for a scenery overdose on this action-packed tour
which begins by being collected from your hotel in Banff and ends
with a visit to the Columbia Icefields and Athabasca Glacier.

Adult £145
Child £23

Discover Lake Louise & Moraine Lake Tour
Banff — Stunning emerald-coloured lakes are like London buses on
this tour which includes a visit to, not one but two, amazingly
photogenic lakes.

Adult £42
Child £21

Discover Banff & It's Wildlife
Banff — The charming Alpine-esque town of Banff is situated in the
heart of the Canadian Rockies and, as you'll discover on this bitesized tour, is surrounded by spectacular natural scenery.

Adult £43
Child £18

Jasper River Rafting
Jasper — Enjoy a gentle rafting tour on the Athabasca River through
the heart of Jasper National Park which follows the route used by
fur trader’s centuries ago.

Adult £49
Child £19

Jasper Tramway Shuttle & Ride
Jasper — Enjoy a spectacular ride on the longest and highest aerial
tramway in Canada which takes you to an altitude of 2277 metres to
reveal a brand new perspective of Jasper's stunning National Park.

Adult
Adult £28
£38
Child
Child £19
£5

Maligne Canyon Ice Walk
Jasper — One of Jasper's most impressive and popular winter tours,
the Maligne Canyon Ice Walk promises to be an unforgettable
experience.

Adult £44
Child £22

Maligne Valley Sightseeing & Boat Cruise
Jasper — A century after Mary Schaeffer’s remarkable adventures
helped to put the Canadian Rockies on the map, come and discover
the world-renowned Maligne Lake for yourself.

Adult £89
Child £44

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY!
T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions.

